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Seems like a decent game but hit a roadblock bug early. But not so early to just restart. And not captivating enough to restart..
This is clearly an unfinished game. Don't believe the positive reviews.. If you really liked the Gravity Gun mechanics from Half
Life 2. Well. Just play Half Life 2. But if you want an inferior clone with some other ok mechanics relating to timeshifting and
telekinesis, this is the game for you. Each of the mechanics on their own is pretty bland at best and useless at worst, but when
combined, they can be genuinely entertaining. Admittedly, most of the fun of the game is finding ways to use those mechanics
to dominate the enemy, as the enemy has a fairly simplistic AI and tree of behaviors. What was especially entertaining on my
run was combining telekineses and time shifting to rain office furniture upon the enemies, a feeling of just pure fun that
admittedly took me off guard. Unfortunately, this is abuot as far as the praise gets with the game. The overall designs within the
game are pretty horrendus, even as a linear singleplayer game. Rooms are cramped, with few opportunites to explore alternate
methods of approaching problems. Some contain specific mechanics that have potential as the starring mechanic for a set of
puzzles, only to have it be used exactly once or twice (generator mechanic, I'm looking at you). Plus, there is one enemy
specifically designed to force the usage of a mechanic (catching and returning bullets) that, at least to me, was the least
entertaining way to dispatch an enemy (again, cue the hail of office equipment). For the record, to add to the design issues, the
story and dialogue is downright cringeworthy, with some "cutscenes" being just a list of cliches. Characters also look pretty
horrifyfing, with one notable example being your player character (who just looks like she walked out of the Sims). All in all,
Gemini: Heroes Reborn isn't that bad of a game. If you want some quick achievements (the main reason why I played this
game), this is the game for you. Anything else, and you might as well play a better game that uses a fraction of the mechanics of
Gemini.. Its fun; it has a good story and the combat is unique. The ability to manipulate time is rarely seen in video games, and
it is well integrated in Gemini: Heroes Reborn. I'd recommend this game to anybody looking for a nice story driven game.. 9
Achievements? But 36 Secrets (found 2 so far)? I dont normally write reviews but since last November I'm now heavily relying
on Reviews for my purchases. First of all, this game is off the Unreal4 Engine. This alone is almost a no brainer LOL I believe
Unreal4 is the latest and greatest in technology with future enhancements (for engines) Secondly yes, like others have pointed
out; its kinda like Mirrors Edge with some Singularity involved (time warp). This game could get some improvements yes, but if
this is an indication for a possible future game then lets give them the money :) Havent beaten it yet (100minutes) story has me
puzzled, very intriguing but yet these levels we are doing are very short.. This game has some great mechanics for sure. But its a
glitchy short mess that when all is said and done was abandoned. At full price avoid it, if you find it on sale though it has some
charm at least, otherwise just move along.. Like what I see so far. Jump in time rifts from past to present to avoid foes, find out
what happened to your parents, and save your friend. 8/10 so far.. has a really good concept, but that is pretty much the only
good thing i can say about this game. There are just so much bad things and decisions involved, which makes it not only a bad
game but should also be taken down from steam as well as the devs and publishers beeing banned. Game: you somehow
magically can shift between time, but how actually you get this "evil power" is not even explained at the very end of the game,
your supposidly some kind of experiment or whatever. due to the time shifting you can do some neat stealthing and tricking
enemies, you always have some ways of disposing off enemies. Unfortunately the AI is sooooo redicously braindead, that i had
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to wait so many times for them to finally reallize i'm standing directly in front of them!!!! and certainly not once! everytime i
slow down time the enemies know exactly where i am, but what if i deactivate slowmo? they are totally confused and need like
2-3 secs to see an immobile woman standing directly in front of them. Gameplay is rather boring and many times really
frustrating especially the disgusting boss fights that made me wish for a QTE battle (i HATE QTE's) Both bosses were just
boring and annoying, at least the first was relatively easy, but the second? wait till he finally attacks and guess what: he likes
attacking Walls! the only way of getting ANY damage from this crappy boss is to slow time and run into his fireballs. heck he
even attacked a wall with at least 5 metres distance to me! Devs / publishers: Holythe MASSIVE Censorship behind this game
makes someone who is used to this crap Vomit. I mean comon! you buy the game and cant even activate it because those
A$$hats decided to put a regionlock on it and if you somehow get it on your account its just a crappy cut version - WITHOUT
ANY INDICATOR!!! - Thats NOTHING more than a scam! I'm still suprised i could activate my key, which i won at SG. And
yet another bad joke: there are no real scenes in need of censoring (not that there is ANY need ANYWHERE) that makes the
game rather boring and the dev & Publisher a MUST AVOID AT ALL COST! damn shame i really liked the concept. My
ratings: Game: 3/10 Everything: Must avoid, erst recht fr Deutsche.. The story is pretty interesting, unfortunately the game is
plagued with bugs. I eventually game up trying to load the game since trying to load Level 4 would crash my PC (Win 10,
4790K, GTX 1080). If you see the forum, lots of people experience crashes, there's an interesting one bug/fix where you have
to disable the secondary monitor to play the game to fix a crash as well.
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